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Hardy’s inequality and the subsequent improvement by McGehee, Pigno, and 
Smith are generalized from the positive integers to sets of dimension 0, dimension 
1, and in between. The asymptotic estimate obtained for the Fourier transform of 
fractal measures is much in the spirit of recent work by Strichartz. v’ 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. IN3-~00UcT10~ 
An interesting problem in Fourier analysis is to extend the classical 
inequalities of the Fourier transform, or what Hardy and Littlewood refer 
to as the theory of Fourier constants [S], to tempered distributions that 
correspond to lower-dimensional sets. Particularly important theorems 
are the L’ inequality known as Hardy’s inequality with the McGehee- 
Pigno-Smith (henceforth M.P.S.) generalization [7], the Plancherel 
theorem for L2, and Payley’s theorem [12] with the Pitt-Stein [8] 
generalizations for Lp, 1 < p < 2. Extensions of the Plancherel theorem for 
measures upported on manifolds in R” have been established by Agmon 
and Hormander [ 11, and more recently by Strichartz [9] for measures on 
R” of dimension 0 < a <n, a not necessarily an integer. This paper proves 
a generalized Hardy inequality (henceforth g.h.i.) for fractal measures on 
R’ of dimension a, 0 < tl< 1. This result includes the M.P.S. version as the 
periodic case for a = 0. Each of the results above for a <n involves a limit 
on the Fourier transform side and provides information in the form of an 
asymptotic growth estimate for the transform. 
Some regularity will be required of the support of the fractal measure. 
Classically, Hardy’s inequality and the M.P.S. version hold only for 
measures supported on a well-ordered set of integers, which means the 
transform of the measure is in H’ of the unit circle, at least up to a multi- 
plicative factor of einn. The well-known inequalities above, in which p > 1, 
are rearrangement-invariant, while Hardy’s inequality is not. This implies 
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that the nature of the support of the measure when a=0 or CI= 1 is far 
more important in Hardy’s inequality than in the others. Likewise, when 
0 < c1< 1, it is natural to expect the support of the measure to play a 
greater role in g.h.i. than in the other inequalities. This point may be 
clarified by the last result of the paper, an extension of Paley’s theorem 
for O-dimensional measures; this is a p > 1 analogue of g.h.i. in which the 
support is quite arbitrary. 
The term fractal measure here means a measure v supported on a set 
EC R’, that is ,ud-measurable, where dp, is a a-dimensional Hausdorff 
measure and 0 d tl,< 1. Certain classes of such measures will be studied, 
including measures upported on self-similar sets such as the Cantor set. 
It is assumed throughout that v is finite, so it is a tempered distribution 
with a Fourier transform locally in L’(R). It is also assumed that v is either 
positive, or is of the form f d,uE. In the latter case, let E= {x: f(x) ZO}, 
which we will refer to as suppJ Define 
a,(E, x) = pa(En (- ~0, xl 1. (1.1) 
Consider the following generalized Hardy inequality (g.h.i.) for 0 Q CI < 1, 
s O” If(x)1 &,(x)<CliminfL”-’ s = o,(E, x) m dx, (1.2) -cc L-00 -L 
where C is a constant that may depend on E but not f: This inequality 
does not hold for general fractal measures. The collective statement of 
Theorems 1 and 3 is that g.h.i. holds whenever E is a-coherent; see Delini- 
tion 1 below. Theorem 3 also holds for quasi-regular sets; see Definition 2. 
Before defining coherence, certain problems with sets of measure zero 
must be dealt with. For XER and 6 > 0, let la(x) be the open interval 
(x - 6, x + 6) and let la = la(O). Suppose that E c R is pa-measurable, with 
0 <p,(E) < co. The upper density of E at x is defined by 
6”( E, x) = lim sup A@ n Z,(x)) 
r-0 (2r)’ ’ (1.3) 
Then Ba(E, X) = 0 for pX-a.e. x 4 E. And for pFLa-a.e. x E E, one has that 
2”<B*(E, x) < 1 (see Falconer [3, pp. 22-251). So, E agrees pL,-a.e. with 
its “Lebesgue set” 
It is not really necessary that E have finite measure. Given x E R, let 
E, = En (- co, x]. It will always be assumed that ,uJE,) < co for some x, 
for otherwise g.h.i. is trivial. Let s = sup{x: pa(Ex) < co }. Notice Es 
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is o-finite with respect to pa, so the results above still apply; E, agrees 
pL,-a.e. with (Es)*. Let E” = (ES)* and E: = E” n (- co, x]. Given sets A 
and B, let A+B=(u+~:uEA,~EB}. 
DEFINITION 1. E c R is coherent if there is a constant C such that for 
all x < S, 
This definition depends on the value of ~1, which will normally be under- 
stood. If there is any risk of confusion we will call the set a-coherent. The 
inequality in the definition can always be reversed (if C = 1) by the defini- 
tion of Hausdorff measure. The right-hand side is equal to C. pL,(E,) and 
to C. a,(& x). It is necessary to use Et rather than E, because sets of 
measure zero could greatly effect the left-hand side. 
Theorem 4 shows that the Cantor set and its variations for 0 < a < 1 are 
coherent if the construction is not too wild, that is, if its dissection numbers 
are bounded. Theorem 5 constructs a Cantor-like set for which g.h.i. fails. 
If a = 0, any well-ordered set is coherent, with C = 1. If a = 1, any compact 
set is coherent, also with C= 1. However, in this case coherence is not 
necessary; see Theorem 2. 
The results in this paper appear with the Fourier transform on the right- 
hand side, though it is more usual to have it on the left. It makes little 
difference when a = 0, at least in the periodic case, or when a = 1, but for 
dimensions in between it matters, because Fourier inversion is not clear. 
Also, in the case a = 0, it matters for almost-periodic functions. Each of 
these functions defines a unique Fourier series, but that series does not 
converge to a unique function in the BP.a.p. pseudonorm [2]. 
The fundamental case is a = 0. The M.P.S. result is the important subcase 
in which the Fourier transform of the zero-dimensional measure is periodic. 
The immediate corollary is a proof of the celebrated Littlewood conjecture 
for trigonometric polynomials. In the same way, an immediate corollary of 
g.h.i. is an a-dimensional version of Littlewood’s conjecture. 
The right-hand side of (1.2) is a natural substitute for the L1 norm of the 
Fourier transform of an a-dimensional measure. It resembles terms studied 
in [2,9, lo], for example. However, it is usually impossible to compute 
exactly, and difficult even to determine whether it is finite. For a simple 
application of g.h.i., let f = xE, where E is an a-coherent or quasi-regular 
set; for example, a Cantor set contained in the unit interval of dimension 
a. Then (1.2) shows that 
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This result is nontrivial; the lim inf can converge to 0 if E is not 
coherent; see (4.3). However, it may not be best-possible in the sense that 
a smaller exponent of L on the left-hand side might produce the same 
result. The question of sharpness seems to be more complicated in this 
context than in the L2 setting (see [9]). This is discussed further in 
Section 4. 
The results of this paper are organized in the following manner. Section 2 
is devoted to establishing g.h.i. for the integer dimensions CI = 0 and ~1= 1, 
which are Theorems 1 and 2, respectively. It should be noted that lim inf 
can be replaced by lim in these dimensions. Section 3 discusses g.h.i. for the 
more difficult cases 0 < CI < 1. 
In Section 4, several results clarify the role of coherence. First, self- 
similar sets such as Cantor sets are proved to be coherent. Theorem 5 
constructs a set for which g.h.i. fails. This set resembles a Cantor set, but 
it is neither coherent nor quasi-regular. 
Finally, Theorem 6, an extension of Paley’s Theorem to the class of 
B*.a.p. almost-periodic functions (where 1 < p < 2 and M = 0 again) shows 
that coherence is unnecessary when p > 1. The dominated side of this 
inequality is rearrangement-invariant; the natural order of the real numbers 
plays no essential role. This theorem is similar in appearance to Theorem 1 
but applies, for example, to a zero-dimensional measure supported on the 
rationals whose coefficients are absolutely summable. The rationals make 
up a fairly acceptable set in most regards, but they are not well-ordered, 
and not coherent. So, this theorem suggests that g.h.i. is more delicate than 
the other inequalities that may be extended, in the sense that the support 
of the measure must be more restricted in g.h.i. than the others. 
The extensions of Plancherel’s theorem by Strichartz [9] involve 
smoothing out the distribution, applying the classical Plancherel theorem 
and approximation arguments. Approximation arguments are used in 
Theorems 1 and 6 of this paper to handle the O-dimensional case. The 
proofs for the general cases, Theorems 2 and 3, are from the ground up in 
the sense that the M.P.S. machinery is modified for this setting while the 
M.P.S. result is not used directly. 
2. INTEGRAL DIMENSIONS 
The first theorem uses the class B.a.p. of almost-periodic functions 
discussed in Besicovitch [2]. These are the almost-periodic functions u for 
which the pseudonorm lim sup, _ o. L-’ [CL 1~1 dx is finite. If u is almost- 
periodic, then the limit of the right-hand side exists, so lim sup may be 
replaced by lim. Every trigonometric polynomial is almost-periodic and is 
in B.a.p. The Fourier series of a B.a.p. function u converges to u in the 
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pseudonorm above, but may also converge to other B.a.p. functions-the 
series does not determine U. 
THEOREM 1. Let f dpO be a zero-dimensional measure defined by f (x) = 
Cp==lckS(x-aak) where a,<a,< ... and 6 is the usual Dirac measure at 
zero. Assume== C ckeiakX belongs to B.a.p. Then, 
(2.1) 
Proof. First assume that (ak} is a finite sequence with N terms so that 
fTO is a polynomial. Let E > 0. By a lemma of Dirichlet (Zygmund [ 12, 
p. 235]), there are infinitely many integers Lj with numbers {a;} E Z/L, 
such that \ak - ail < &/Lj for all 1~ k < N. 
Let uj(x) = c ckeiakx. Then for XE C-L,, L,], 
l~-“j(x)l G CC ICkl lak - 4 /XI G Ce C ICkl. 
Since uj is periodic we may apply M.P.S. 
f !$< CL,’ j”, luj(x)l dx 
k=l I 
Taking limits as j + cc and then as E + 0 proves (2.1) in this case. 
For the general case, we will approximate using Bochner-Fejer polyno- 
mials [2]. Given u = fx E B.a.p., there exists a sequence of polynomials 
{a,} of the form 
o,(x) = C c~)eiakx 
k=l 
(where the frequencies ak are the same as those of z) such that 
Il~--nIIBap =liy+sEpL-l jL Iu--,J dx<2-” (2.2) 
-L 
and 
lim cp’= ck for each k. (2.3) n-m 
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We have proven the theorem for such polynomials. So using Fatou’s 
lemma for sums, and the fact that limits exist for B.a.p. functions, 
<Climinf lim L-’ 
n-cc L-00 
IuI dx. 
This proves the theorem. 
Given XER, O<a<l, and a set EcR, let 
where pn is Hausdorff measure. In the last theorem, the index k could be 
written as cO({ak}, x). The next theorem provides a one-dimensional 
analog. This result should be compared to those of [6, 1 l] for p = 1. 
THEOREM 2. There is an absolute constant C such that if 2i E L’(R) 
s b(x)’ dx < c IltiJ( L’ 3 R o,(E, X) (2.4) 
where E = supp u. 
Proof We claim that it is enough to prove (2.4) with a,(E, x) replaced 
by al(E, x) + 1. To prove this claim, assume (2.4) with cl(x) + 1 in the 
denominator. Given ti E L’ and y > 0, let O(x) = yti(yx). So, U(X) = u(x/y) 
and a,(supp u, yx) = yoi(E, x). By changing variables and applying (2.4) to 
8, we get 
W)l dx 
y-l + o,(E, x)’ s 
b(x)l dx 
R 1 +~,(supp&x) 
< c llu^ll.1= c IlzilILI 
and let y + co to get (2.4) for li without the + 1 in the denominator. 
Now the idea of the proof is the same as in M.P.S. We will construct 
functions F,,, on R such that 
(1) p,,, is supported in (- co, N(m)] where N(m) + co as m + CO 
(2) IlFmII co G 1 
(3) 30.Re Fm(x) u(x) > [u(x)1 / [l +a,(E, x)] for all x E E n 
(- 00, N(m)]. 
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Given such F,,,, the theorem follows easily; if supp u c (- 00, N(m)] for 
some m, then 
J lu(x)l dx < C.Re U(X) f,Jx) dx R 1 +a,(E,x) J 
=C.Re Gm(x)dx J 
= C. Re[ti * F,(O)] 
G C lI4.1 IlFmllr~ 
<c Il4l,l. 
An approximation argument shows that this inequality holds for all 
ii~Ll(R). 
The construction of F, follows M.P.S., but here F,,, is a function on R 
instead of a sequence. For the sake of completeness, an outline of the 
construction follows. 
Let S,={XEB: O<o,(x)<l}. Let S,={XEE: l<o,(x)65). Define 
( Sj} for j > 1 in this manner so that ) Sj\ = 4’ and E = iJ Sj. Let 
N(m) = sup S,. 
Define fi E L*(R) by 
&)=O for x$Sj 
@(x)1 =4-j for XE Sj 
&x, u(x) 2 0 for all x. 
Let 
hi= b(z+ iH) lfil E L2, 
where H is the Hilbert transform. Notice that Re hj = lfil/4 and llhjjl 2 d 
(3/8) ((jJl2=3.2-“-3. Also, supphjc(-co,O]. 
Let I;_ 1(x) = 0 and for m 2 0 let 
fnsx) F,(x)=F,-,(x).exp(-h,(x))+~. 
This is a continuous function in L*(R). It is supported on the union of 
the supports of the fj for 0 <j< m so condition (1) holds. Because 
exp( -x) +x/5 < 1 whenever 0 <x < 1 and since llfmll oD < Ilj’,ll I = 1, 
induction proves condition (2); 
IF,(x)1 G 1 .exp( - IfJx)I I+ IfnI( < 1* 5 
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Claim. For j < m < co and for all x E Sj 
Ifm(x) -&x)/51 G hl&)l. (2.5) 
This inequality is proved in M.P.S. in a slightly different context. Since no 
real modifications are needed, we omit the proof here. 
Now for x E Sj, we have 1 + al(x) > 4j/3. So, (2.5) shows that 
Re pmu(x) -&u(x)/5 ~~.u(x)/lO 
and so 
Re R&x) >&u(x)/10 2 b(x)l 
30( 1 + Cl(X))’ 
This holds for all x E lJyEO Sj which is En ( - co, N(m)]. This proves 
condition (3) on F,,, and completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
3. FRACTIONAL DIMENSIONS 
The next theorem generalizes the previous ones to dimensions between 0 
and 1. It requires that the measure is supported on a coherent set. 
Coherence can be replaced by quasi-regularity, but the theorem fails unless 
some kind of regularity is imposed; see Corollary 2 and Theorem 5. Also, 
the proof shows that the measure needn’t be of the form f+, if it is 
positive; see Corollary 1. The exponent IX - 1 is clearly sharp only when CI 
is an integer. This is briefly discussed in Section 4. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose 0 <a < 1, f E L’(dp,) is supported on E, and E is 
a-coherent. Then there is a constant C independent off such that 
s If( &s(x) L a,E x) <CliminfL”-’ s I= dx. L-00 -L (3.1) 
Proof of Theorem 3. The idea of the proof is to construct an auxiliary 
function F as in Theorem 2. This seems impossible to do on the given frac- 
tal set E. So instead, the given measure is approximated using convolution 
with a Schwartz function dL. Then a sequence fi is constructed for the new 
smoothed-out measure, dL *f dpa, on a dense dilation of the integers. After 
this modified M.P.S. construction, we take the lim inf as L + co. Most of 
the work occurs at this stage, in Lemmas 4 and 5. 
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We can not arrange that I$ have compact support, but the following lemma 
is a substitute. 
LEMMA 1. There are constants C and KO such that for all x, and for all 
K> Kc,, 
Proof: Since the sum is over a set of integers, we may assume 0 < x < 1. 
Also, the condition In + XJ > K can be replaced by n + x > K. Since 4 is a 
Schwartz function, 4(x)=0(x-‘). So, there is a C and KO such that 
jz IQ(x)1 dx < C/K for K> K,,. W e may assume the same inequality holds 
for the Schwartz function 4’. Then for any x E [0, l), 
s n+l M(t)-4(n+x)ldt< SUP 1 n<r<n+l Mt)-4(n+x)l <I’+’ M’(t)l dt. n 
So, by the triangle inequality, 
which proves the lemma. 
Since E is coherent, it is bounded below. Let m = inf E. Fix E > 0. It is 
easy to construct a Cantor set with p. measure 1. Such a set is coherent by 
Theorem 4. So, by dilation and translation, there is an cl-coherent set 
C, c [m - 2, m - l] such that pL,(C,) = E. Notice that the constant in (1.4) 
is not affected by dilation of the set. Let E’ = E u C,. This set is also 
coherent, with a (1.4) constant independent of E. It will replace E until the 
very last step of the proof of Theorem 3, in which E -+ 0. We will use the 
new notation E, = E’ n ( - co, x] and cr.(x) = pFL,(E,). 
Suppose a real number A4 has been chosen such that E < o,(M) < a. 
The next lemma provides a kind of uniformity in the limit in (1.4) that will 
be useful later. 
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LEMMA 2. There is a &, > 0 such that for all x < M and all 0 < 6 < 6,, 
IE, + Ial 8-l -z C,(a,(x) + E) 
and 
l&+44 sa-‘>(1/2)(a,(x)-&/2), 
where C, is the same constant as in the defmition of coherent; it depends only 
on E, and a. 
ProoJ Since p@(E’n (-co, M]) < co, there is a finite increasing 
sequence of points {xi} in EM such that 
CL,& n (xi, xi, I I) < s/4 
for all i, including the case i= 0 for which we adopt the convention 
x,, = - co. We set the last term xN = M. 
For each xi, 1 < i < N, there is by the definition of coherent (1.4), a ai c E 
such that 
whenever 6 < ai. Let Q(6, E,) be the minimal number of intervals of length 
exactly 6 required to cover E,. Then from the definition of Hausdorff 
measure, 
~,(E,)g%moS”Q(6,E,),<2~mo6”-’ IE,+Z,l. 
So, ~3~ can be chosen small enough that 6 < ai implies 
P&) < 26” - ’ ) E, + I,/ + .5/4. 
Let 6, <E be the smallest of the ~3~. Suppose 6 c &, and x GM. Then for 
some i30, we have xi<x<xi+,. So, 
IE,+Z,( da-‘< IEx,+,+Zal dm-l 
~c,C~&i+1)+~/41 
G C,Co,(x)+a/41+ C,P#‘~ Cx, xi+ll) 
< c, [o,(x) + E]. 
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Likewise, 
IJ?,+I,) 6=-l 2 IExt+I,I i?-’ 
> (1/2)Coct(xi)-E/41 
2 (W)C@&) - 421 
which proves the lemma. 
Now fix 6 such that 0 < 6 < 6,. Fix K> K0 as defined by Lemma 1. We 
also assume KC4 > 2C5, where C4 and C5 are absolute constants that arise 
in Lemmas 4 and 5, respectively. Let L = K/6 and let #Jx) =&Lx). Let 
S=[(E’+I,)nZ/L]n(-co,M). 
LEMMA 3. There is a sequence i? ZfL + C such that 
W&Wh *f4&lL)l 
a CKa-l I& *f44hlL)I 
LYE + o&/L)) 
for all n/L E S (3.2) 
I&lL)I < 
CKa-l 
L”(a,(nlL) + El 
for n/L > m - l/2 (3.3) 
IF(n/L)I < CE for all n (3.4) 
IIFII m G 1. (3.5) 
ProojY Let S= (n,/L, nJL, . . . . n,/L). Choose j, such that 
4-jocE<4-.io+l (3.6) 
We can ensure that S has at least 4j” terms by choosing & small enough 
(to see this, consider Lemma 2 and inequality (3.10) below). In fact, we can 
assume that the first 4j” terms come from C,, and are all less than m. Let 
S, be the set of the first 4j” terms of S. Let S1 be the set of the next 4j”+’ 
terms, etc., until S is exhausted. If there are terms left over when this con- 
struction stops, they are included in the last set, S,. So, S = lJJ= ,, Sj where 
each S,, j < r, has 4j”+j elements. Then, construct functions fj and F as in 
M.P.S. (using the function bL *f dp, instead of the function referred to 
there as fi), so that the following inequality holds 
for n/L E si. (3.7) 
The calculations in M.P.S. actually prove something a little more 
general. If n < n, and n/L $ S, define i = i(n) by 
n,lL = min(n,/L E S: nk > n}. 
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Define j= j(n) by the condition q/L E Sj. Then inequality (3.7) also holds 
for this 12 and j. However, in this case &n/L) = 0. So, 
I&z/L)I ,< (l/10)4-co+” for n/L&S, n<n,,j=j(n). (3.8) 
From the construction of S above, if n,/L E Sj with j > 0, then 
c14-(jo+i)< lp-c24-(jo+A (3.9) 
and since E nklL + 1, is made up of intervals of length at least 6 > l/L, 
c&/L < I&,L + Ial <c&/L, (3.10) 
where the ci in (3.9) and (3.10) are absolute constants. 
From M.P.S., 
I&(~/L)J = 4-(jo+j) for n/L E Sj. (3.11) 
For n/L>m- l/2, o,(n/L) 2 E so that the --s/2 in Lemma 2 may be 
replaced by + a. Also, j > 0 for these n so (3.9) applies. From these, and 
(3.10), we get (3.3) for n/LES; 
I&n/L)1 < 4-(io+i)< l/k 
1 1 
‘L lEn,L+ZsI ‘K’-“L”(o,(n/L)+E)’ 
(3.12) 
where we have omitted absolute constants. 
This inequality also applies off S as follows; (3.3) is trivial for n > nq 
because P is zero there. For n/L 4 S and n <n,, the first two inequalities 
of (3.12) hold with j= j(n) and k= i(n). The third then holds with the 
subscript n,/L. This change is harmless because 
So the error in the denominator is at most L6 = K which is much smaller 
than La&; we can assume L is quite large through proper choice of 6,,. So, 
the error is negligible and we have (3.3) for all n/L > m - l/2. 
Inequality (3.4) follows from (3.11) and (3.7) on S, and from (3.8) off S. 
Part of the M.P.S. construction is that &(d, *f&,) > 0. This together 
with (3.11), (3.7), and (3.9) imply that 
Re[p(n/L)+, *fdp,(n/L)] > IdL *ff:(n’L)’ for n/L E S (3.13) 
5 
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except that for n/LE S,, we must replace c,k by 4j”. With (3.10) and 
Lemma 2, this shows that the left side of (3.2) is at least 
ML *fdp,(nlLI , 14.~ *f4MLY 
L IKz,L + 44 ’ K’-“L”(a,(n/L) + E) 
for n/L E S- SjO. For n/LE SjO, use (3.6) instead. In this case we need the 
inequality E > l/(K’ - aLa~), which holds for large enough L. This proves 
(3.2) for all n/L E S. 
Inequality (3.5) is part of the M.P.S. construction. This proves Lemma 3. 
P must be slightly modified off S before proceeding with the proof of the 
theorem. For n/L E S, define G(n/L) = &n/L). For n/L > M, let G(n/L) = 0. 
For n/L < M with n/L 4 S, let 
(3.14) 
Let 
Since G may be viewed as a substitute for p, the term B(L) may be 
viewed as an error term. L” \A) is supposed to approximate the left-hand 
side of (3.1) for large enough L. This will be the content of Lemma 4. The 
next calculation shows the relation to the right-hand side of (3.1). 
La IAI -L” IBl GL” C f(n/L)4L *fdp,(n/L) 
= L” IF * GczG(O)l 
<L’-’ I&x/L)f?&(x)l dx s 
<La-l 11~11, j-” I?%%1 dx. 
-L 
LEMMA 4. There is an absolute constant C, such that 
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LEMMA 5. There is an absolute constant C, such that 
These will be proved below. First notice that together with the last 
calculation, they prove the theorem. Since K was chosen so that 
C,/K< C,/2, we can combine the lemmas to get 
Notice that e,(x) = a,(E, x) + E for all x in the support off: Then let E + 0 
and let M+ sup{x: o,(x) < co} to get (3.1). 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let s1 be arbitrary 0 < sI <a Let 
Ij={x&14:j&l<~,(x)<(j+1)&1} (3.15) 
for j= 0, 1, ..,, J where ME I,. Notice that ,uL,(E’ n 4) = cl for each 
0 < j < J. Then by (3.2) and (3.14), 
L” JAI = L” c WLML *fMnlL) 
?lEZ 
a c c ML *f&h/L)I 
n < LM 6 + o&/L) 
a c i c ML *f4dn/L)l 
j=O n/Lee E+(j+1)81 
=ci Aj 
j=,E+(j+Wl 
the last equation being a definition of Aj. We now claim that, for ahj, 
lirr%f Aj 2 (3.16) 
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To prove (3.16) notice that for allj, L, 
Aj> C #~*f&,(nlL) 
n/L E I, 
* qf4dnlL) 
+ c QIL*xrjf4dnlL) 
- .,;I. +L 
*~~,fMnlL) 
= -A,"+;+" 3' 
Now since supp 6 E [ - 1, 11, the Poisson summation formula shows 
that for all x, 
s #(n -x) = f&O) = 1. 
so, 
A;= cs 4,(4L-x)f(x)d~&) 
z 4 
So, we must show that AT and Af approach zero as L -+ cc. We will 
assume Ij = ( - co, 01, other cases being similar. 
Since q5 is a Schwartz function, there is a constant R such that for all 
real x 
c IO-x)l CR. 
TZ6Z 
Let .s2 > 0. Since f E L’(d,u,) and a > 0, there is a 6’ > 0 such that 
I f&,<&zJR. mo) (3.17) 
Of course, if Ii has a boundary point at some x0 #O, then la(O) must be 
replaced by Ia( Since 4 is a Schwartz function, there is a constant C 
such that 
C 
4(L(x-nJL))G JL(x-n/L)12+ 1’ 
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Since f E L’(dp,), 
which approaches zero as L approaches infinity. Also, 
n;. lb= * (Xro,a,,fd~~)(nlL)l66( c I,,W-+)f4dx) 
. lZ<O 
< R(e,IR) = ~2 
which shows that 
lim sup A3 <lim sup c ML * (Xco,m,fdMnlL)I < 0 + s2 
?I90 
as L + co. Since s2 ~0 was arbitrary, this proves that lim AT=O. This 
proof works because n E (-co, 0] and x E (0, co) range over disjoint 
intervals. So, it works for arbitrary intervals Ii and for A; as well. The 
claim is proved, but it is not exactly what we need; the absolute value 
should be inside the integral. We now show that the error is small. 
Define 
We will show that C ej + 0 as sI + 0. This will complete the proof of 
Lemma 4; 
l$rl+‘,“f L” IA I > C lim+‘,“f 1 Ai 




>C s M Ifl &a --co &+0,(X) -q. (3.18) 
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Let p = xEMgL,, and for each interval ZC R define 
and 
Uf(x) = @I)-~ SUP j- If- w,(f)1 dp (3.19) I 
taken over all intervals Z containing x such that p(Z) = E,. It is easy to 
check that U is a sublinear operator on L’(d,u) and that for x E Zj, Uf(x) 2 
ejiP(fi). SO7 
If f is continuous with compact support, then the right-hand side of 
(3.20) goes to zero with si. For in that case, f is uniformly continuous and 
If(x) - avg,(f)l + 0 uniformly in x and Z as III = s1 -+ 0. Therefore, 6” -+ 0 
uniformly on its support, which is bounded. Since ~1 is finite on any 
bounded set, j Uf dp + 0 in this case. 
Now we show that U is bounded on L’(dp) independent of si. Given 
any XEE, there is a j=j(x) such that xeZj. Let Zj*=Zj-luZjuZj+l 
(where 1-i is the empty set). Applying the triangle inequality to (3.19) 
Uf(x) splits naturally into two parts, each of which is at most Vf(x) = 
(E, ) - ’ j,~, If1 dp. But Vfx) is constant on each Z, so, 
(l/2) s, uf(x) 4 G ‘, J!f (x) dp 
=c s,. If I dcL 
I 
=3xj-,, ISI dcl 
=3s IfI4 
R 
which shows U is bounded on L1. 
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For any f E L’(&), there is a continuous function g with compact 
support that is arbitrarily close to f in the L’(&) norm. So, 
j- uf (x) 4 G j. Q(x) + Uf - g)(x) a% 
< j- Q(x) 4 + 2 f I (f - g)(x)1 &. (3.21) 
The first term of the last expression goes to zero with s1 because g is con- 
tinuous. The second term can be made arbitrarily small by proper choice 
of g. With (3.20), this completes the proof that 2 ej + 0, and also the proof 
of Lemma 4. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Let H(n/L)= (fi- G)(n/L), which is zero for 
n/L E S. For n/L > m - l/2, L” JH(n/L)I ,< C(E + a,(n/L))-’ by (3.3) and 
(3.14). Also, assuming L is large enough, (H(n/L)I < E for 
Let (4) be the partition defined in Lemma 4, except 
Similar to the proof that A4 + 0, we see that for each j 
Using Lemma 1, 
all 12. 
that now sr = E. 
n,Lz-S VL * x4f&l < 11 c 4L(n/L-x)ii II XQf II Lq&) 
MLCS Lm(E) 
G g Ilx4f II L$flr,) 
because n/L $ S and x E E implies In/L-xl > 6 so that Jn - Lx1 > L6 = K. 
So, for each j, 
Notice that H is zero above M= sup ZJ, so summing over j gives 
lim sup L” C IHWL)l . ML *f 44 
L-CC n/L>rn-l/2 
<g i jI,Ifld~, 
‘K j=O E + o,(inf Zj) 
C 
f 
M s- If I d/cx K p-00 E+c,(x) 
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because E + a,(x) is roughly constant on each Zj (except when j= 0, in 
which case the numerator is zero). 
For n/L < m - l/2, we use the fact that (H(n/L)I <a and that for 
x E supp f, x - n/L > l/2. So, 
< EL” c 141 (n-Lx) Ilf II 1 
In-LLxl>L/2 L”(E) 
which goes to zero as L + co, because (I&n-LLx,rL,2 I&n- Lx)1 IILm(Ej 
< C/L by Lemma 1. This proves Lemma 5, and thus Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 1. The measure f dp,, in Theorem 3 may be replaced by any 
finite positive nonatomic Bore1 measure v supported on E. 
The proof of the Corollary is the same as that of the theorem. The form 
f dp, is used only in (3.17) and to show that C ej + 0 in Lemma 4. Since 
v has no atoms it satisfies (3.17) at every point. Since v is positive, each 
ej=O. 
DEFINITION 2. A set E is quasi-regular if its lower density 
D = limrtf (2r)-” pu,(E n Z,(x)) 
is bounded away from zero p,-a.e. on E. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that E is quasi-regular and that p=(E) < 00, 
but that E is not necessarily u-coherent. Then Theorem 3 holds on the 
set E. 
Proof. Assume E is quasi-regular. Then there is a constant C and a 
positive measurable function r: E + R such that for pL,-a.e. x E E, and for all 
O<r<r(x), 
pJE n Z?(x)) > Cf. 
Let E” = {x~ E: r(x) > S>. Let Gs = E- E6. Since pa(E) < co, pJG’) -+ 0 
as 6 + 0. Likewise, Ilxo~fdp,ll + 0 as 6 + 0. Also, for each fixed 6, E6 is 
bounded below. 
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The proof of Theorem 3 requires little modification. We may assume 6 
is small enough that p,(G’) < s/4. So, replacing E by Ed does not 
significantly affect terms such as a,(x) + E that appear in the proof. Change 
notation slightly and define E’ = E” u C,. Lemma 1 and the second 
inequality of Lemma 2 are unaffected by this change. 
Consider the first inequality of Lemma 2. E, + 1, can be covered by J 
intervals (4) of length 26 in which the measure of E, is greater than 6’ 
(except perhaps for the interval containing x). We may assume all the 
intervals are necessary for the cover, so that no three overlap at any point. 
Summing over the intervals beneath a given x gives 
in which there is a possible error of at most P from the interval that 
contains x. Since we may assume this is less than E, this gives the first 
inequality in Lemma 2. 
In Lemma 3, and in the definitions of S, A(L), and B(L), continue to use 
E6 in place of E. Also, replace f dp, by xE6 f dp,. Define 
so that A(L) + B(L) + D(L) = C @(n/L)q5, *fd,ull(n/L). Since Lemmas 4 
and 5 still hold, the rest of the proof of Theorem 3 depends only on 
showing that 
lip+sip L” (D(L) I= 0. 
The values of n such that n/L <m - l/2 contribute little to D(L) because 
4 is a Schwartz function. For n/L > m - l/2, note that ca: > E and apply 
(3.3), 
La ID(L)I G 114, * xc~f4dnlL)l- 
For large enough L, this is less than fG6 IfI dp, which approaches zero as 
6 + 0. 
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4. ON COHERENT SETS 
Coherence seems a bit stronger than quasi-regularity. However, these 
conditions are, strictly speaking, independent of each other. One can easily 
construct a quasi-regular set E such that the Lebesgue set of E is dense in 
[0, 11; so E is not coherent if CI < 1. Coherence does not imply quasi- 
regularity, because coherence is not really a local property. 
PROPOSITION 1. Given 0 <a < 1, there is a set E c [0, l] that is 
a-coherent but not quasi-regular. 
Proof. Given a positive integer k, construct a Cantor set, C(2k, 3k), as 
follows. Remove 2k - 1 intervals of equal length from [0, l] leaving 2k 
subintervals, each of length 3Vk. Repeat the excision on each of the 2k 
subintervals leaving 22k subintervals of length 3 -2k. Repeat ad infinitum, 
so that after stage 1 the set C, has 2k’ subintervals, each of length 3Yk’. 
Let C(2k, 3k) = n Cl. For every k, this set has dimension tl =ln 2/ln 3. 
Notice that C(2, 3) is the usual Cantor 2/3 set. 
These sets are all coherent and quasi-regular. As k -+ 00, the (1.4) 
constant C increases like 2k(’ -‘I. The lower density (see Definition 2) does 
not really depend on x in these sets. It decreases like (2/3)“. 
Now, let E, = C(2, 3). Replace E, n [2/3, l] by C(4,9) (naturally it 
must be translated by 2/3 and dilated by l/3, so that it fits into [2/3, I]). 
Call the new set E,. Replace E, n [26/27, 11 by C( 8,27). Notice that 
[26/27, 11 arises as the last subinterval of the first stage of the construction 
of C(4,9). Continue, replacing the last “segment” of E,,- 1 by C(2”, 3”). 
Let E be the limit set. It is a-dimensional. It is not quasi-regular because 
the lower density approaches zero as x approaches 1 from the left. To see that 
it is coherent, consider the worst case, x = 1. The constant in (1.4) can be 
computed as a sum over k of the contribution from each C(2k, 3k). This con- 
tribution is the measure of the dilated version times its (1.4) constant, which 
is at most 2-k times 2k(1-a). Since 2-k” decreases geometrically, the series is 
summable, so the (1.4) constant of E is finite. This proves the proposition. 
We now show that Cantor sets are coherent. The type of set discussed 
below is a little more general than the sets constructed in [4] in the sense 
that the pieces need not be regularly spaced. It is a little less general in the 
sense that the dissection number is a constant, denoted m. 
A measure p is self-similar and equicontractive means that there are linear 
contractions S,(x) = px + b,, 0 < p < 1, bj E R, such that 
p= f ajpSJ’. 
j=l 
See Strichartz [lo]. In the theorem below, uj = l/m for all j. 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose E c CO, 1 ] has finite ,uL, measure, and that 
p = XE dp, is self-similar and equicontractive. Then E is coherent. In 
particular, the usual Cantor set is coherent. 
Proof: We will assume that E has been normalized s.t. pa(E) = 1. So, 
mp” = 1. We will prove (1.4) in the case x = 1; other cases are the same. Let 
Sj= pj. We can cover E with mj intervals of length Sj (the proof is by 
induction, and self-similarity). So, E + Is, has measure at most 2mj Sj. So, 
IE+Z6jI 6j”-‘<22mj6J?=2 (4.1) 
for each j. Now if 6 ~0 lies between, say, Sj+.l and Sj we observe that 
E+Iaj+, E E+I, G E+ Z6,. This establishes (4.1) for all 6 (but with the 
constant 2 replaced by a larger constant), which shows that E is coherent. 
Theorem 3 fails without some restriction, such as coherence, on the set 
E. Theorem 5 demonstrates this by an example. The set E that arises below 
could be defined using the usual Cantor excision process described in [4], 
though we prefer to build it up from zero-dimensional sets. 
THEOREM 5. Given 0 < a < 1 and 0 < j? < 1, there exists an a-dimensional 
set E contained in [ -2,2] such that 
s XE 44x) = + o. aah% x) 
and 
lim inf LB - ’ 
s 
+L - 




ProoJ We will define a measure p = xE d,u, as a weak limit of a 
sequence of zero-dimensional measures { fj d,u,,}. We need to define some 
sequences of constants first. The reader may wish to keep the Cantor 2/3’s 
setinmind(inwhichnj=2foralljand6j=3-j).Letn,=m,=6,=1.For 
j> 1 we define nj as a large odd integer that depends on previously defined 
constants such as Sj- 1 and mj- 1 ; we will make this precise later. For j 2 1 
let mj=njnj-l...n, and 
Sj = m,;‘?. 
Of course, Sj --f 0 rapidly for proper choice of nj. Let yj = Sj - Sj+ 1 w Sj. 
Note that Ci, j yi = Sj. Let kj(x) = l/nj if 
(nj - 1)x I I yi 
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is an integer less than or equal to (nj - 1)/2. Let k,(x) = 0 otherwise. Then 
k,(x) &, is a positive measure which is supported in [ -yj/2, +yj/2] and 
has norm llki &,\l = 1. Its Fourier transform resembles the Dirichlet kernel, 
but has period 27r(nj- 1)/y,. Now let fi = k, dp,, and forj> 1 define a zero- 
dimensional measure by 
which has norm llfjll = Ilfj-,ll I\kjdp,,l\ = 1. Notice fj is supported on the 
sum of the supports of the kj. This set has mj elements and is contained in 
[ - l/2, l/2] because C yj= 6, = 1. These measures have a subsequence 
that converges weakly to some measure p supported on a set E which we 
will describe below. 
LEMMA 6. There is a set E c [-l/2, l/2] such that dp = xE dp,, so 
P,(E) = 1. 
LEMMA 7. For each j> 1 there is a positive measure pj supported in the 
interval [ -Sj+ ,/2, 6,+,/2] such that llc~,ll = 1 and 
so, for all XE R, Ip(x)I < IA(x 
LEMMA 8. Let Lj = z(nj - l)/yj which is half the period of kj. Then as 
“i-+~, 
(4.4) 
Assume these for the moment and we will prove the theorem. Consider 
the integral in (4.2) only over the set of x such that 
o,(E, x)x 2-j 
(which is nonempty for j> 0 by Lemma 6, and because a > 0). Each of 
these integrals is approximately equal to 1, so (4.2) is clear. 
By Lemmas 7 and 8, 
LT-’ jTL. IP(x)I dx< Ljs-’ sTL I.&)1 dx 
I J 
which approaches zero as j approaches infinity. This proves (4.3), so we 
need only prove the lemmas. 
58O/lOS!l-1, 
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Proof of Lemma 6. First notice that E could also be constructed by the 
deletion method which is commonly used to define the Cantor 2/3’s set. 
Let Ej = SUPP fj- i + [ -6,/2, 6,/2]. Note SUPP fi c Ei for all i and 
that Ej+ i c Ej. Then let E be the closure of u suppfi, which is the same 
as n Ej. 
To show that dp = dp, on E, it is enough to test both measures on an 
interval S= [a, b] with the property that a and b belong to consecutive 
components of the complement of some Ej. That is, S contains exactly one 
subinterval of some Ej. In this case, 
p(S)=f;(S)=f,-JO)=1 
mj- ,’ 
Likewise, we can compute ,uJSn E) using the methods of Federer [4]. 
As a slight oversimplification of these methods, we cover Sn E by sub- 
intervals of any Ei with i > j. These have length di and there 
are njnj+, ..-ni-1=Wli-lfmj-, of them. Using these to calculate 
pE(S n E) gives 
84Wl- ,/mj- I= l/mj- 1 = p(S). 
This proves Lemma 6. 
Proof of Lemma 7. The measure ,u was defined as the weak limit as 
i+oo of k,*k,* ..a * ki. The measure pj is defined similarly. It is the 
weaklimitasi+cc ofkj+l*kj+2*... * k,. It is supported in the sum of 
the supports of the kj+l, kj+*, . . . which has diameter 2 xi, j y,/2 = Sj+ I 
and is centered at zero. 
Proof of Lemma 8. We will first study the integral in (4.4) from 0 to 
Lj/2 and show that it can be made arbitrarily small by proper choice of nj. 
The estimates obtained apply to any interval of similar length. The proof 
uses induction on j-we will assume the nk for k -c j have been chosen to 
make the left-hand side of (4.4) less than 100 e2-k. We also assume the 
same inequality holds for all intervals of length 2Lk. Partition [0, Lj/2] 
into intervals (Ii} each of length 2Lj- r ; the last interval may lie partially 
outside [0, Lj/2]. SO, 
We want to dominate Lj(x) by a small constant on each Ii. 
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For 0 6 x < Lj/2, 
lj(x) = sin[(2nj+ 1) 7cx/2Lj]/nj sin(nx/2Lj) < 3 min(1, (6jx)-‘} = g(x). 
The last equation is a definition. Since lIil = 2Lj- 1 is less than l/Sj, the 
largest value of g(x) on each Ii is less than twice its average value (or even 
its smallest value) on Ii. So, we may replace fti(x) above by the average of 
g over Ii 
JI, I&- I( Ikj(X)I dx G 2 J,, IA- I( dx h Jft I g(X)1 dx. I 
We have assumed inductively that j, lf?i- ,(x)1 dx < CL,::! for every i. 
so, 
LB-’ 
J s f 
:‘2 1 j(x)l dxGCL;-lL,:!l~ j Idx)l dx 
i 4 
< CL’T-‘L:8 
J J--I I 
4 
I&)l dx -L 
I 
< CLf-‘LJTpl bj’ [ln(6, Lj) + 1] 
which approaches 0 as nj + 00 (as Lj -+ co). 
Since lj has period 2Lj and is symmetric with respect to x = 0 and with 
respect to x = Lj/2, we get the same kind of estimates on the other parts 
of C-L,, L,]. So, we can choose nj to make Lf-’ fLiLl If?i(x)\ dx as small 
as we like. In fact, [ - Lj, Lj] could be replaced by any Interval of the same 
length without significantly changing the estimates above. This completes 
Lemma 8 and Theorem 5. 
The set E in Theorem 5 is neither quasi-regular nor coherent. It shows 
that the results in Section 3 are fairly sharp in terms of their restrictions on 
E. It is not clear whether they are sharp in terms of the exponent of L. For 
a given fractal measure v, there is a critical number fly such that 
s +L lim inf LB - 1 Iv^(x)l dx L-m -L 
converges to 0 when /3 c fly and diverges when fi > 8,. 
This number is generally quite difficult to determine. Theorem 3 shows 
that fly <a when E is coherent. It is not known whether equality, the most 
interesting case, can occur. 
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For an example, let v = xa dp. where A is the Cantor 2/3’s set and 
a = ln(2)/In(3) z 0.63. Computer experiments uggest hat B, = 0.4. 
Exact values are possible in the L2 setting. Continuing the example 
above, let p = v * v, so that & = v^2. Then the Strichartz-Plancherel theorem 
[9] shows that /I, is the a given above. However, ~1 is supported on a 
rather strange set G properly contained in supp v + supp v. G is has dimen- 
sion x1 = ln(8/3)/ln(3) (see [lo]), which is bigger than tl= 6,. This seems 
a bit peculiar, because ,u is self-similar and equicontractive. But by 
Theorem 3, G is not coherent; by Theorem 4, xc dp,, is not both self- 
similar and equicontractive. Likewise, G must not be quasi-regular. 
Now we consider the case p > 1, in which the order of the real numbers 
is less important and there are fewer pathologies. The following theorem 
generalizes a result of Paley. 
THEOREM 6. Let ck be a sequence of complex numbers and ak be a 
sequence of real numbers, not necessarily increasing. Let f d,uO be the zero- 
dimensional measure 
f(x)= f Ck6(x-ak) 
k=l 
and let I< p < 2. Assume that 
u(x) = fZ) N f ckeiakx E BP.a.p. 
Then 
(4.5) 
where cz is the nonincreasing rearrangement of the sequence 1~~1, 
As usual, II u II La.p. = lim L-’ St, (uIp dx and the symbol - indicates 
that the sum converges in BP.a.p. This condition implies that ck + 0, so that 
the sequence has a well-defined rearrangement ct. 
This result was proved by Paley [12] in the case where the ak are 
integers. In that case the right-hand side is simply the Lp( [0,2z]) norm of 
the periodic function fTo, 
Proof: The first inequality in (4.5) is obvious. The proof of the second 
uses approximation as in Theorem 1. First assume that u is a polynomial. 
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Define Lj, a;, and uj as in Theorem 1. Then by Paley’s theorem, 
UP 
+cec Ick*l 
and taking limits proves the result. 
Let cn + u E BP.a.p. be polynomials, for which the second inequality has 
just been proved. The method of Theorem 1 shows that it holds for u as 
well. Only condition (2.3) on the convergence of the rearranged sequences 
of coefficients requires justification. Convergence in BP.a.p. implies 
convergence in B.a.p. which implies the uniform convergence of lim ct) = ck 
(Holder’s inequality). By Lemma 9 below, this implies the uniform con- 
vergence of lim(cr))* = c z. This completes the argument for Theorem 6. 
LEMMA 9. Given two bounded sequences h and g with rearrangements h* 
and g*, we have 
Ilh*-g*IImo lb-gll,. 
Proof. Given a positive integer t, we will show that Ih*(t)-g*(t)1 d 
llh-gll,. We may assume h*(t) >g*(t). We have that 
h*(t) = sup 2 Ih(s 
where the sup is taken over all sets E of exactly t positive integers. The sup 
is attained for some set which we will call E. Then 
g*(tbzi; IgW = Igh)l 
for some s0 E E. So, 
OGh*(t) - g*(t) G 2; Ih(s)I - Ig(d < Wdl - Ig(st,)l Q llh - gll co 
and this proves Lemma 9. 
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